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Sherin 

Claudia Currie  

Beluga Award Recipient for 2014 

Claudia, aboard CSS Acadia, leading a BIO-OA tour in her newest BIO community-building 

role as Event Coordinator for the BIO-Oceans Association (photo: Kelly Bentham). 

The Beluga Award Committee of the BIO Association has announced that the 

recipient of the 2014 Beluga Award will be Claudia Currie. Claudia doesn’t 

need an introduction to most BIO-OA members or staff at BIO. The list of 

contributions she has made to the BIO community is long. Her most recent  

http://www.bio-oa.ca
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accomplishment was organizing 

the very memorable, and skillfully 

executed events around the BIO 

50th Anniversary Celebrations 

throughout 2012. 

An early contribution mentioned 

in her nomination documentation 

was as Exhibits Co-chair for the 

1998 BIO Open House. She made 

“sure exhibits that were included 

were of the highest calibre, and 

best reflected the diversity of the 

work undertaken at BIO”. 

Claudia was one of the organizers and energetic promot-

ers of the Hypatia Project at BIO. This project was a 

partnership of public and private sectors in Nova Scotia 

that was formed to design and implement strategies to 

improve the representation of women in science and 

technology (S&T).  The Hypatia Project welcomed BIO 

as its first workplace site in October 2001.  

Claudia was “one of the key leaders for the BIO portion 

of the annual Parker [Street] Christmas Dinner Pro-

gram” that assembled and delivered more than 1,200 

Christmas dinner food boxes to needy families across 

HRM in recent years. BIO staff have been credited with 

its success through their participation over many years. 

Claudia is an active competitive water skier, volunteer-

ing for the Nova Scotia Water Skier Association, and a 

medal winner at national competitions.  

One aspect of Claudia’s contributions in the nomination 

documentation that did not receive much emphasis was 

her contributions to the scientific mission of BIO.  Clau-

dia’s official job title is Marine Geology Technologist, 

specializing in the collection and storage of data, 

metadata, Geographic Information Systems (GIS), Com-

puter Aided Drafting (CAD), support of geologic map 

production, online access to information, and contrib-

uting to various scientific marine and energy project 

outputs. Her contribution to the science at BIO is not 

fully represented by her job title. Readers may remem-

ber her article “Going to Sea – Some Personal Reminis-

cences” published in VoicePipe 56 (October 2012). The 

article describes, with her typical good humour, her ex-

ploits at sea serving science. In this article, she recog-

nizes many people who supported and mentored her 

during her career. 

Her nomination document ends with “Claudia is espe-

cially valuable to the BIO community because of her 

boundless energy and ability to see how issues are actu-

ally opportunities to promote BIO in the most positive  

light to the general public and HRM in particular.”    

Phil Moir (a past supervisor) described Claudia in 2006 

“as one of those rare people that recognizes the value of 

people as individuals, and takes the time to develop rela-

tionships and partnerships. It is through these relation-

ships that the fabric of … BIO is strong and the work-

place a success.”   

Photos: Claudia at work at sea in 

arctic waters (at right and above);  

Claudia on water skis in warmer 

climes (below). 

Letters of Support 

“Claudia is an example of someone who makes a 

difference at BIO.” 

“When Claudia gets involved, she commits 100% of 

herself and is very enthusiastic. Her commitment 

and participation in events encourage others to feed 

off her energy.” 

“Her outreach efforts have also increased the profile 

of BIO in the eyes of the public at large.” 

“Claudia is a natural team builder, is dedicated to 

achieving positive goals and a constant source of 

inspiration and innovative ideas, and is inclusive of 

all sectors at BIO.” 

“Claudia is an exemplary unsung employee at the 

Institute who is dedicated to encouraging a sense of 

the value and role of BIO in the community.”  

Claudia Currie 
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FROM THE PRESIDENT 

 

Another few months have passed 

by very quickly since our last edi-

tion of Voicepipe. As I write this 

column, another ‘Wednesday 

Storm’ is forecast.  Some may 

wonder about Global Warming.  

A special thanks goes out to this publication’s editor, 

Andy Sherin and his editorial team, David Nettleship 

and Betty Sutherland, for all the time and effort that 

goes into producing our newsletter, VoicePipe. 

The biggest news is ‘The Voyage of Discovery’ is very 

close to being published. This issue of Voicepipe in-

cludes an order form for the VOD. I encourage BIO-OA 

members to order a copy. A cross section of the first fif-

ty years of BIO’s achievements are chronicled. The ded-

icated effort which the editorial team (David Nettleship, 

Don Gordon, Mike Lewis, and Francis Kelly) has put 

into producing this volume goes beyond words.  

On 1 May 2014, a lecture ‘Forever Bluenose: Symbol of 

Nova Scotia’ will be presented by Ron Crocker in the 

William Ford Auditorium at BIO. This will be a most 

interesting evening. BIO-OA members are asked to pro-

mote this superb event. More information on this event 

can be found on this page. For this event there is a vol-

untary donation of $2.00 per person (children under 13 

free) to help offset the costs of refreshments: juices, tea 

and coffee, along with a selection of cookies. 

The Beluga Award will be presented after the BIO-OA 

Annual General Meeting which will be held in May. 

This year’s Beluga Award recipient is Claudia Currie 

(see page 1 & 2).  

This summer will see the official opening of ‘The Ber-

nard Pelletier Arctic Fossil Garden’ located in the court-

yard. There will be more  on this event in the up coming 

months. 

Our Event Coordinator, Claudia Currie, is looking for 

suggestions for upcoming BIO-OA activities to be held 

over the summer months and throughout the year. Please 

contact her with your ideas. 

Mike Hughes 

 

 

BIO-OA “SPRING CELEBRATION” 

and SPECIAL SEMINAR 

For All Enthusiasts of the Sea, Sailing, & the Bluenose 

Forever ‘Bluenose’: 

Between and Beyond the Covers 

Speaker:  Ron Crocker 

Author, Sailor, and ‘Bluenose’ Aficionado 

William Ford Auditorium 

Bedford Institute of Oceanography 

1 Challenger Drive, Dartmouth, NS 

Thursday, 1 May 2014 (1930 h, 7:30 PM) 

The general public is invited to this seminar  

Ron Crocker, experienced sailing skipper and northern 

waters cruiser, takes us on a journey that charts the sto-

ried history of Nova Scotia’s famous schooner – the SV 

Bluenose – from her launch in 1921 to fish the Grand 

Banks of Newfoundland and race against the fastest 

American schooners of the day to her tragic demise and 

loss off Haiti in 1946. But as Canada’s most famous 

ship and emblematic of the sailing championship of the 

fishing fleets of the North Atlantic, a replica, Bluenose 

II, was built in the same Smith and Rhuland shipyards in 

Lunenburg and launched in 1963 to satisfy the public 

nostalgia for the lost golden age of sail. After almost 

half a century of first promoting beer and then tourism 

in Nova Scotia, Bluenose II needed to be ‘restored’, and 

in September 2012 a virtually new Bluenose II was 

launched. It is the story of the reconstruction of Blue-

nose that Ron Crocker is going to tell us about through 

his lecture presentation and by his recently published 

book ‘Forever Bluenose: A Future for a Schooner with 

a Past’. Accompanying Ron on this venture will be his 

good friend Mark Doucette, the official Bluenose II res-

toration photographer. Together, they will treat us to an 

insightful and unique overview of the building and res-

toration of a schooner legend and the shipbuilders in-

volved with the construction. 

There will be time available, before (1930-2000 h) and 

after the lecture (2100-2130 h), to talk to our guest 

speaker and Bluenose photographer Mark Doucette, and 

ask specific and/or general questions. Of course, you’ll 

also have the opportunity of purchasing a signed copy of 

‘Forever Bluenose’! 

For additional information call:  David Nettleship 

(phone: 826-2360; e-mail: dnnlundy@navnet.net).  

 

James Harold Abriel, died 16 February 2014, chemi-

cal technician, Marine Environmental Science Divi-

sion, DFO, BIO. 
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The Top 5 Challenges Facing  

the New NOAA Administrator1 

Editor’s note: Kathryn Sullivan received her Ph.D. from Dalhousie 

University in 1978 and was a frequent visitor to BIO. 

On 6 March 2014, the Senate confirmed the appoint-

ment of Dr. Kathryn Sullivan to be the new administra-

tor of the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Admin-

istration (NOAA). Sullivan’s background — a Ph.D. in 

geology, a career as an astronaut, and service as an 

oceanographer in the U.S. Naval Reserve — is ideally 

suited to the challenge of leading the agency responsible 

for the management of the United States’ oceans, fisher-

ies, and the National Weather Service. 

Yet despite her ample qualifications and obvious acu-

men, she may well look back and find that training for 

her space walk was easier than preparing to take the 

helm of NOAA. By any estimation, NOAA faces mas-

sive challenges. In no particular order, here are five of 

the biggest issues facing the incoming NOAA adminis-

trator: 

Rebalancing the NOAA portfolio 

While there’s no question that the United States (US) 

government desperately needs to upgrade its weather 

satellite systems, we can’t continue to take this funding 

away from core missions such as fishery and marine 

protected species management, ocean observation and 

monitoring, and pollution response. 

Modernizing the National Weather Service 

Extreme weather events are becoming increasingly fre-

quent, destructive, and costly. NOAA has made great 

strides in hurricane prediction capabilities during the 

past two decades. In addition to saving lives, these in-

vestments have led to real cost reductions.  

Adapting to a changing ocean 

Mounting evidence shows that oceans absorb much of 

the heat trapped by the thickening layer of carbon diox-

ide in our atmosphere. In addition to rapid warming, our 

ocean’s pH balance is changing. Seawater today is acidi-

fying at a rate faster than anything the planet has seen in 

more than 300 million years.  

Coordinating use of ocean space 

In 2010, President Barack Obama issued an executive 

order establishing a National Ocean Policy and the Na-

tional Ocean Council. If the policy is to demonstrate its 

true potential, NOAA will have to play a primary role in 

ensuring this eminently sensible collaboration remains 

solvent. 

Enhancing 

fisheries’  

Profitability and 

sustainability 

NOAA has effec-

tively ended over-

fishing in the  US 

setting science-

based annual catch 

limits in all domes-

tic fisheries by 2011. 

Nevertheless, seri-

ous challenges re-

main to ensure the 

future health of our 

fishing industry and 

the fish populations that sustain it. Environmentalists, 

fishermen, and regulators are largely in agreement that 

the best way to alleviate these concerns is to improve 

the science used to establish these limits.  

Conclusion 

Dr. Sullivan faces enormous challenges as she assumes 

control of an agency tasked with tracking the complex 

phenomena of the atmosphere and with managing 

America’s ocean spaces — which cover an area larger 

than the country’s entire landmass. Let’s hope the 

unique perspective she gained observing our planet from 

the distant reaches of outer space will provide her the 

vision to rise to the occasion. 
1An edited version of an article by Michael Conathan and Shiva 

Polefka published by the Centre for American Progress, 6 March 

2014 http://www.americanprogress.org/ 
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No science, no true democracy 

by Andy Sherin 

Dr. Scott Findlay, co-founder of ‘Evidence for Democ-

racy’ and Associate Professor of Biology at the Univer-

sity of Ottawa, laid his cards on the table in his address 

to a packed Ondaatje Hall at Dalhousie University on 5 

March 2014. His talk ‘Governing in the Dark: Evidence, 

Accountability and the Future of Canadian Science’  

was the third in a national series of lectures entitled 

‘Lives of Evidence’ sponsored by Situating Science and 

co-sponsored in Halifax by Dalhousie University’s  De-

partment of Physics and Atmospheric Science, Evidence 

for Democracy, and the Canadian Centre for Ethics in 

Public Affairs. 

Dr. Findlay’s first card was the science card. “I 

am a scientist. Why? Three reasons.” First, sci-

ence is “the ultimate intellectual challenge”. 

Second, scientists embrace values like “good 

health, economic prosperity, clean water and 

air, and social justice and equity”. Science is a 

pursuit of knowledge that is necessary to sus-

tain these values. Lastly, “science teaches us – 

or rather, ought to teach us - to be skeptical – 

even about our own science”. Scientists ask for 

the evidence that supports any claim. 

Dr. Findlay’s second card was his belief in de-

cision-making informed by science. He para-

phrased Thomas Huxley who wrote in 1893 

“the method of scientific investigation is noth-

ing but the expression of the necessary mode of 

the working of the human mind”. 

“The goal of ‘Peace, order and good government’ en-

shrined in Canada’s constitution depends critically on 

the gathering, careful evaluation, and appropriate use of 

evidence by government” was his third card. He illus-

trated his point with an analogy to a physician treating 

disease – “If the diagnosis is wrong, the treatment usual-

ly fails”. Dr. Findlay went on to quote Allan Gregg, for-

mer pollster for the Progressive Conservative party, 

“More than anything else, societal progress has been 

advanced by enlightened public policy that marshals our 

collective resources toward a larger public good. Over 

time, we discovered that effective solutions can only be 

generated when they correspond to an accurate under-

standing of the problems they are designed to solve. Ev-

idence, facts and reason form the sine qua non of not 

only good policy, but good government.” 

Dr. Findlay put still another card on the table. He men-

tioned Thomas Jefferson’s belief that democracy de-

manded an educated and informed electorate. 

“Democracy is rooted in the twin principles of transpar-

ency and accountability”, he said. Governments should 

bring forward evidence that decisions are likely to meet 

the stated goals. “To repudiate evidence-informed deci-

sion-making is to govern in the dark”, he suggested.  

Dr. Findlay’s final card, was the trust card. “Blind faith 

in government is not only unscientific, it is dangerous”, 

he said.  It is not the blind trust card but rather, the 

earned trust card. “Contemporary society is riven by the 

malaise of mistrust: mistrust of politicians, mistrust of 

scientists, mistrust of one another”, he stated. To regain 

the public trust as scientists we must provide the re-

quired evidence. 

Dr. Findlay suggested there was a unique place for pub-

lic interest science conducted by government. “Federal 

government science is that which directly informs - or 

rather, ought to inform - programs, policies, laws and 

regulations intelligently (one hopes) designed to sustain 

healthy bodies, healthy minds, healthy environments, 

and healthy economies.”  Only governments have the 

infrastructure and, more importantly, the fiduciary re-

sponsibility, to conduct this sort of scientific research. 

Dr. Findlay claimed we are currently experiencing what 

might be called a retreat – if not a flight – from evidence 

informed decision-making. He provided several exam-

ples of the government decisions at odds with scientific 

evidence including the government’s opposition to su-

pervised drug injection sites, the demise of the mandato-

ry long-form census and amendments to the Fisheries 

Act. 

Dr. Scott Findlay stresses a point in his lecture ‘Governing in the Dark’ 

at Dalhousie University, Halifax, Nova Scotia. 
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This trend along with the reduction in investment in 

public interest science and constraints on government 

scientists communicating their science is not in the in-

terest of Canadians. 

So what might be done?  

Dr. Findlay answered “We now have Evidence for De-

mocracy, a non-partisan organization that advocates for 

government decision-making informed by the best avail-

able evidence, a thriving democracy where citizens are 

informed and engaged and all levels of government are 

both – from an evidence perspective at least – transpar-

ent and accountable, and a national culture that values 

both science and evidence”. But more is needed. 

What can scientists do?  

He suggested that scientists might be partially to blame 

for the declining health of public interest science – “We 

have, collectively, relaxed our vigilance, and it shows”. 

He suggested that scientists need to become vocal advo-

cates for public interest science and for evidence-

informed decision making. To be an advocate means 

being political. In his view, being political means simply 

“we apply the scientific method to problems of political 

import, that is, problems that resonate in the public 

space”. Scientists do need to recognize that decision 

makers do need to consider other factors than scientific 

evidence. During question period it was suggested that 

scientists don’t have the skills and are not trained to deal 

with the political environment or understand the policy 

making process. Dr. Findlay indicated that in his experi-

ence younger scientists were more capable in these  

areas. 

What can politicians do?  

Politicians should make the evidence public that has in-

formed decisions without citizens resorting to the Ac-

cess to Information Act. “Show us the evidentiary beef! 

And show us all of it, right off the farm, not after prepa-

ration for supermarket shelves.” 

They should put in place institutions that protect public 

interest science like establishing a Parliamentary Office 

for Science and Technology or an independent science 

audit or report card and “stop treating the public like a 

bunch of potato heads”. 

In commenting on the government`s arguments for the 

necessity for the Fair Elections Act, Dr. Findlay sug-

gested there we three explanations, the government 

“[does] not see that such arguments ... have gaping logi-

cal flaws ... Or perhaps they do, but figure that we 

won’t. Or perhaps they know it, know we know it, and 

simply don’t care. All three explanations are disturbing, 

the latter profoundly so.” During question period, Cathe-

rine Abreu of the Ecology Action Centre suggested a 

fourth even more troubling explanation “They do see, 

know we see, and know we won’t question”. 

What can the public do? 

Dr. Findlay suggested members of the public become a 

scientist by attitude – be sceptical, and demand evi-

dence. 

They should think of evidence as a form of insurance, an 

effective way to ensure that investments in government 

enterprises are not wasted. 

The public should take ownership of science in the pub-

lic interest. “What sort of science needs to be supported 

in order to sustain and enhance … values, for you, your 

children, and generations to come.” 

“What is the future of Canadian public interest science? 

Or of Canadian democracy for that matter? The two are 

inextricably linked.” Their fate depends on average Ca-

nadians. Dr. Findlay in answering a question after the 

lecture indicated that he had faith in public intelligence. 

 “Here at least the evidence is clear: no science, no evi-

dence; no evidence, no trust; no trust, no true  

democracy.” 

Dr. Scott Findlay answers a question from the audience in Ondaat-

je Hall at Dalhousie University in Halifax, Nova Scotia. 
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A corporate endeavour that has a soul1 

by Andy Sherin with Alan Longhurst 

Michael Sinclair asked Alan Longhurst, “When you first 

came to BIO, what were your original impressions of the 

institution?” “Very favourable. Very favourable, in-

deed”, Alan answered, saying that it seemed to him the 

BIO had an ideal form of organisation with minimal ad-

ministrative interference with scientific programs – a 

sort of federal university, in fact. 

Alan was born in Plymouth, England, the son of a naval 

dental surgeon, so he lived his young life around various 

naval ports. As a young child he was fascinated by crea-

tures on the seashore and in the garden, and his interest 

in science and natural history (he does not distinguish 

between the two) took off from there. 

He spent four years in the British army, graduating from 

the Royal Military Academy Sandhurst at the end of the 

war (1945), and went off to take part in the Allied occu-

pation of Austria, ending up with some exciting times in 

Somalia and Abyssinia with the East African forces. He 

saw wonderful wild places and had “a lovely time”. 

After the war, he returned to London for a degree in en-

tomology and a doctorate on the ecology of a group of 

freshwater ‘living-fossil’ crustaceans.   He quickly found 

employment back in Africa at the West African Fishery 

Research Institute in Freetown, Sierra Leone, a small 

outfit with four scientists and a decent little research 

trawler that always seemed to be broken down.  “I spent 

the first three years working on the ecology of the ben-

thic ecosystem of the shelf from Gambia to Liberia, and 

from the mangroves out to the shelf edge”, he said.  Lat-

er, he inherited a mass of unworked data from surveys of 

demersal fish populations and described the first-order 

population dynamics of the main demersal species.  

A post at the Federal Fisheries Service in Lagos, 

Nigeria, followed where his colleagues were graduates 

of the University of Ibadan with whom Alan continued 

to work on fish population dynamics, but put most of his 

effort into establishing a program in physical oceanogra-

Dr. Alan Longhurst congratulates Dr. Reg Gilbert on the occasion of his retirement in 1985. 
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phy with the assistance of United States AID officials 

who were organising a survey of the eastern Atlantic 

and wanted the little Nigerian ship ‘Kiara’ to partici-

pate.  This all led, one way or another, to the offer of a 

post at  the Scripps Institution of Oceanography in Cali-

fornia and ten years of research on pelagic ecology of 

the eastern tropical Pacific, and then the directorship of 

the new NOAA-NMFS lab on the Scripps campus.  It 

was here that Alan encountered, for the first time, the 

weight of a ‘Program Planning and Budgeting System’ 

and found himself spending all his time at meetings and 

on flights to and from events. This was not what he 

wanted to do, and to escape, he accepted an appointment 

at the National Environmental Research Council 

(NERC) laboratory in Plymouth, but that went rapidly 

the same way. 

“I wasn’t very satisfied with the climate in Plymouth. It 

was already a very bureaucratic organization. Although 

we were well funded and my responsibility was to build 

up, from scratch, a team …. I seemed to spend all my 

time … writing…. about what we were going to do next, 

reporting on what we had done, evaluating stuff, all that 

sort of thing”.   Richard Addison was spending some 

time in Plymouth and suggested that Alan apply for the 

vacant directorship at the Marine Ecology Laboratory 

(MEL) at BIO which he did without hesitation.  He 

found the organisation ideal, with very light planning 

and administrative loads, which allowed him to both  

run the lab and go to sea to continue his marine studies. 

He maintained that a research organisation without a 

director actively engaged in research is dead in the wa-

ter. 

When Alan took over from Bill Ford as  Director Gen-

eral (DG) of BIO, he changed the way the DG interacted 

with the BIO directors: “I wanted to establish a different 

and very informal rapport with the directors”, he said, 

and undertook to replace the rather formal and occasion-

al management meetings.  It was decided that all the di-

rectors (AOL, MEL, Personnel, Finance and Institute 

Facilities, and Mike Keen of the Atlantic Geoscience 

Centre) would meet with him every week for one hour 

every Tuesday morning.  Alan’s secretary, Joan Guilder-

son, received  items for the agenda from all participants 

and recorded decisions. 

Alan commented on the ‘BIO Open House’ in 1980 that 

attracted 25,000 visitors and mentioned how individual 

scientists had put together exhibits with leadership from 

Brian Nicholls and Ed Murray, and visuals provided by 

Roger Belanger and Art Cosgrove. The new buildings 

had also opened that year; Alan credited Reg Gilbert as 

the person “who held it all together”. 

However, in the late 1980s, everything changed, and not 

for the better.  A new Deputy Minister (DM), Peter 

Meyboum, decided to merge the fisheries management 

and ocean science sectors of DFO. He had been told by 

the DFO Assistant Deputy Ministers (ADM) for fisher-

ies that they couldn't get the sort of data they needed 

from BIO, such as temperatures in fishing harbours and 

that the sort of sophisticated ocean science done at BIO 

was of no interest to them.  Alan spoke about his inter-

view with the DM, who had just informed Ocean Sci-

ences ADM Jerry Ewing, the DG of the Institute for 

Ocean Sciences in Sidney, BC (Ced Mann) and Quebec 

Region’s Jean Piuze, that their jobs no longer existed.  

Meyboum suggested I become the ADM Science and 

organize the merger. I said “… it wasn’t what I wanted 

to do at all because I didn’t think it was a very good 

idea.” The others went into retirement, but because Alan 

had so few years in the pension scheme Meyboum al-

lowed him to go ‘back to the bench’ as a research scien-

tist, “provided you keep your mouth shut”. 

Of course, that was only the beginning of the massive 

changes that replaced the classical line-management 

structure with the present sectoral management system 

that removed all authority over their resources from the 

science groups and – in Alan’s opinion – renders an en-

terprise, such as BIO was conceived to be, unworkable.  

Alan commented “It seems to me that science like 

oceanography, and all the related things that go with it, 

flourishes best in a corporate endeavour that has a sort 

of soul.” 

At the end of his interview, Alan recalled a 2002 en-

counter he had with Peter Clancy, a political scientist at 

St. Francis Xavier University, who had an interest in the 

organization of science in Canada. “We walked around 

the Institute, everywhere, from the depot to the top of 

AGC. He was totally fascinated by what he saw. My 

thesis to him was that there was a period in Canada 

when there existed … an oceanographic institute at-

tached to a university that had funding and the super-

structure and a relative freedom of research, and Canada 

doesn’t have it now…but has something different. I 

wanted that period in history somehow to be recorded.”  
1 This article is one of a series of articles based upon the transcript 

of interviews conducted in 2003 with past leaders at BIO, records 

now held in the BIO archives. 

Erratum: In VoicePipe 61 we erroneously published 

that the CSS Acadia was celebrating her 50th  anniver-

sary. She is actually celebrating her 100th anniversary. 
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Following Hillary’s Footsteps in the Himalayas 

A short introduction 

by Peter Wells 

In late September 2013, I travelled to Nepal with my 

colleague Griff (David Griffiths) to join a trekking expe-

dition in the eastern Himalayas.  Having hiked and 

climbed in various mountain ranges most of my life, this 

was finally an opportunity to experience the really big 

‘hills’.  A huge landmass once far below the ancient 

oceans, the Himalayas are the highest, most enchanting, 

and highly glaciated mountain ranges in the world. Ours 

was a 22-day tenting trek, called the Hillary Footsteps,  

supported by a Sherpa guide, porters, a cook, and yaks. 

It started from the village of Jiri east of Kathmandu and 

followed the route of the 1953 British Mt. Everest Expe-

dition. We walked eastwards across the grain of Nepal, 

crossing many rivers separated by verdant, forest-clad 

foothills of over 3,000 m. After experiencing torrential 

rainfalls, leeches, wet rocky trails, and many swaying 

suspension bridges, we finally arrived at the spectacular 

river valley of the Dunh Koshi Nadi and the Khumbu 

region.  In sunshine, we hiked up and down the steep 

and challenging ridges above the river gorge, moving 

northwards to the Sagarmatha National Park and the 

Sherpa village of Namche Bazaar. After rest and accli-

matization, we moved northeast towards Everest and our 

intended destination, the Everest base camp (EBC). In 

snow and cold, we reached the isolated village of 

Dingboche (4,410 m), a day and a half from the EBC, 

and just beside the Everest, Nuptse and Lhotse massif. 

Stopped by the threat of deadly avalanches, and running 

short of time, we returned on the same route, through 

Tengboche (site of a famous Monastery) and Namche, 

arriving at Lukla for the flight back to Kathmandu.  A 

fuller account of this weight-reducing venture will be in 

the September issue! 

Photos from top: the author; David Griffiths, Peter and their trek-

king guide, Jagat Gurang (middle, l to r); a yak carrying supplies 

for the trek (bottom, right); and the Tengboche Monastery in 

Khumbo Region of Nepal (bottom, left). Photos by: David Grif-

fiths, Marty Goldstein, and Peter Wells (bottom two). 
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The Unlikely Pipeline1 

by Ray Grigg 

Editor’s note: This article is particularly relevant in the context of 

Dr. Scott Findlay’s article ‘Governing in the Dark’ and the result 

of the April 2014 plebiscite in Kitimat, BC, that voted 58.4% 

against the National Energy Board’s Joint Review Panel’s decision 

to approve the Northern Gateway Pipeline. David Nettleship sug-

gested I look at articles by Ray Grigg.   

The approval of Enbridge’s Northern Gateway pipeline 

by the National Energy Board’s Joint Review Panel 

(JRP) landed with a dismal and predictable thud. It is a 

view that needs to be reviewed, an assessment that 

needs to be reassessed, a decision that still needs multi-

ple other decisions. “After weighing the evidence,” the 

JRP announced with an unconvincing finality, “we con-

cluded that Canada and Canadians would be better off 

with the Northern Gateway Project than without it.” 

The pronouncement is filled with ambiguities, uncer-

tainties and deficiencies. What evidence was weighed 

that supported the JRP’s conclusion? Of 1,179 oral sub-

missions, 1,159 were opposed to the pipeline and the 

resulting supertankers. As noted by Stephen Hume in 

The Vancouver Sun, “Scientists and environmentalists 

who wanted to address the hearings were excluded from 

the process by NEB fiat” (Dec. 20/13). The hearings did 

not consider “upstream” or “downstream” effects, ex-

cept as economic factors — but even these were only 

conjectural or “likely”. 

As for being beneficial to “Canada”, it is a land mass, a 

geographical territory endowed with natural features that 

don’t need scarring by pipelines, inevitable oil spills, 

threats to species and ecologies, wholesale removal of a 

non-renewable resource, massive environmental trauma 

from the tar sands development, not to mention addi-

tional greenhouse gases that are exacerbating climate 

change. 

As for the benefit of the Northern Gateway pipeline to 

“Canadians”, this is both conjectural and questionable. 

The evolution of Canadians toward oil as their single, 

dominant, economic driver moves us toward the status 

of a petro-state with all the accompanying financial in-

stabilities, budgetary uncertainties and democratic corro-

sion. Although the JRP finds that “the project, if con-

structed, would likely deliver economic benefits by ex-

panding and diversifying the markets available for west-

ern Canadian crude oil exports”, it also acknowledges 

that it is “difficult to determine, with certainty, the effect 

the Northern Gateway Project may have on broader mar-

ket prices once it is placed in service…”. In other words, 

the addition of Alberta dilbit to the international market 

may lower the price of oil, reduce Canadian royalties, 

and challenge the viability of the pipeline itself. Alter-

nately, “new pipelines connecting producing regions 

with consuming regions change market dynamics in 

ways that cannot easily be predicted”, so “if constructed, 

the project would significantly expand and diversify the 

market options for western Canadian crude oil supply 

which would contribute to the realization of full market 

value pricing over the long term.” This translates to 

mean that Canadians could pay more for their own oil. 

All these uncertainties are compounded in a country that 

has no coherent energy policy, is producing dilbit by 

furiously burning limited supplies of natural gas, is still 

importing “unethical” oil for its eastern needs, and is 

alienating itself from a global community becoming in-

creasingly desperate to wrestle down carbon dioxide 

emissions. Indeed, as the world’s climate situation con-

tinues to worsens during the next decades, the pressure 

to reduce oil production and consumption will only in-

Photo: Sunset on Douglas Channel, BC. (photo: Ray Hepting)  

This channel is one of the principal inlets of the British Columbia 

Coast; the town of Kitimat is on Kitimat Arm at the head of 

Douglas Channel.  
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tensify. A global tax on carbon is almost inevitable, 

“dirty” oil from the tar sands will almost certainly be 

subject to increasing censure, and Canada could even be 

confronted with trade sanctions as it promotes a product 

that is deemed unacceptable by international judgment. 

And this doesn’t even address another profoundly im-

portant environmental issue. The JRP acknowledges that 

no studies have been done to assess the impact of dilbit 

on river or marine ecologies. Nonetheless, in a leap of 

blind faith and an expression of amazing understatement 

— despite finding “there is some uncertainty regarding 

the behaviour of dilbit spilled in water — the Panel 

finds that the weight of evidence indicates that dilbit is 

no more likely to sink to the bottom than other heavier 

oils with similar physical and chemical properties.” So, 

uncertainty about the impact of dilbit on marine ecolo-

gies is dismissed by the Panel as inconsequential be-

cause it may not be worse than any other spill of 

“similar” crude. 

To reassure everyone that all will be well if the Northern 

Gateway is built, the Panel recommends “a scientific 

advisory committee to study what happens to diluted 

bitumen when released into the environment.” Good 

idea. But this is essential information, required before 

the pipeline is approved, not after. Besides, the Panel’s 

adroit use of words focuses attention on the bitumen and 

not the environment — surely the issue is not “what 

happens to the diluted bitumen” but its impact on ecolo-

gies into which it is spilled. 

But this evasive language is common in the JRP’s Re-

port. Uncertain environmental impacts are disguised in 

verbal obscurity. Consider the following sentence. “The 

type and duration of effects would be highly variable 

and would depend on the type and volume of product 

spilled, location of the spill, exposure of living and non-

living ecosystem components to the product spilled, and 

environmental conditions.” This is a wonderful example 

of linguistic nonsense. It simply admits, that given a 

spill of “product” — a much more benign term than di-

luted bitumen — neither the Panel nor anyone else 

knows what will happen. Nonetheless, despite the long-

term damage to Prince William Sound from the Exxon 

Valdez disaster more than 20 years ago, the Panel is able 

to conclude from no substantial information or studies 

“that the adverse [environmental] effects would not be 

permanent and widespread.” 

Approval of the Northern Gateway by the JRP is little 

more than a routine formality wrapped in a symbolic 

gesture. Recent legislation passed by the federal govern-

ment has radically altered the Canadian Environmental 

Assessment Act and the National Energy Board Act, 

transferring decision-making power to the federal cabi-

net. Given its political, economic and environmental 

ideology, final approval of the Northern Gateway is in-

evitable. But a host of other obstructions lie between 

approval and completion. Building the actual pipeline is 

more unlikely than it seems. 

 
1Republished with permission of the author. Originally published in 

the TideChange, 26 February 2014. 

The ‘VOYAGE OF DISCOVERY’ is complete!! 

The e-book manuscript of Voyage of Discovery is about to be delivered to the printer/binder with bound hardcover 

books expected to arrive at BIO in late May or early June 2014. 

Pre-order your copy today!  Featuring 12 sections and 48 papers with a Preface and Epilogue,  

Voyage of Discovery (VOD) is the most extensive overview of the history and scientific accomplishments of the 

Bedford Institute of Oceanography under one cover. In hardcover with sewn binding and printed on premium 

glossy paper, the book is a ’steal’ at $35 a copy (ca. 450 pages, 2.2 kg). 

Pre-payment will help reduce costs and carrying charges to BIO-OA for publication of VOD. PLEASE sub-

mit your order with payment (cheque, money-order) made out to BIO-Oceans Association and contact information 

(name, address, phone #, e-mail address) and drop it off at the BIO main entrance or mail to: 

‘Voyage of Discovery’, BIO-Oceans Association  

c/o Bedford Institute of Oceanography, P.O. Box 1006 

1 Challenger Drive, Dartmouth, NS, Canada B2Y 4A2 

For additional information please call:  (902) 826-2360 [D.N. Nettleship],  

(902) 426-3278 or 469-2798 [D.C. Gordon], or 466-0429 [C.F.M. Lewis]. 
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Newsletter printed by Jean and Michael Crowell, The UPS Store, Tantallon, Nova Scotia, (902) 826-7087.  

T he Bedford Institute of Oceanography 

Oceans Association (BIO-OA) was es-

tablished in 1998 to foster the continued fel-

lowship of its members; to help preserve, in 

cooperation with the Institute's managers and 

staff, BIO’s history and spirit; and to support 

efforts to increase public understanding of the 

oceans and ocean science. Membership is 

open to all those who share our objectives. 

Most current members are present or past 

employees of BIO or of the federal depart-

ments of Environment, Fisheries and Oceans, 

and Natural Resources (or their predecessors) 

located in the Halifax Regional Municipality. 

Membership is $10.00 per year, $40.00 for 

five years, or $150.00 for a lifetime member-

ship.  

ABOUT THE BIO-OCEANS ASSOCIATION 

Editor’s Keyboard: Thank you to Mike Hughes for 

recognizing the editorial team.  It continues to be fun to 

put the newsletter together, but we exhort BIO-OA 

members to send us articles and ideas for subjects. I 

look forward to the Peter’s full Himalayan trek story in 

the next issue. Have a look at the display of badges in 

the Murray Building that Kathryn Sullivan took into 

space with her and presented to BIO. Claudia is a most 

deserving recipient of the Beluga Award who has not 

only brought her impressive organizing skills to many 

endeavours at BIO, but has also inspired others to con-

tribute. Worth particular recognition are her accom-

plishments in raising the public profile of BIO. The As-

sociation needs to be mindful of and maintain, and in-

crease our effort in this area. There is a link between 

the interview with Alan Longhurst and Scott Findlay’s 

lecture. Both men recognize the importance of public 

interest science. We may never return fully to the 

‘golden age’ at BIO that Alan remembers, but we must, 

as scientists, consider taking on the responsibilities Dr. 

Findlay asks of us and encourage  politicians and the 

public to take on their responsibilities. Andy Sherin 
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